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ABSTRACT 
A number of necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of 
unitary matrices U and V, such that UAV is a diagonal matrix for every matrix A in 
some set r of rectangular complex matrices. Two related questions are then consi- 
dered. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of unitary matrices U 
and V such that UAV is a real diagonal matrix for every A in r is obtained, and an 
improvement on a necessary and sufficient condition discovered by R. C. Thompson 
for the existence of real orthogonal matrices P and Q such that PAQ is a diagonal 
matrix for every A in r is given. 
It is well known that if A is an s X t complex matrix then there exist 
unitary ma&ices U and V such that UAV is a diagonal matrix. In this paper 
we consider the existence of unitary matrices U and V such that UAV is a 
diagonal matrix for every matrix A in some set r of s X t complex matrices. 
One of our results shows that a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of U and V obtained by N. A. Wiegmann [l] contains redundant 
requirements. Two variations on the basic problem are also considered. One 
of these is to impose the additional requirement that UAV be real for every 
A in r, and the other is to require that U and V be real orthogonal matrices. 
Let A be a complex matrix. Let A, A ‘, A*, and A + be the conjugate, the 
transpose, the transposed conjugate, and the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse of A, respectively. Denote the rank of A by r(A). 
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Throughout this paper r will be a set of s X t complex matrices. Since the 
properties that we consider hold for l’ if and only if they hold for every finite 
subset of nonzero matrices of p, we assume that r is a finite set of nonzero 
matrices, 
l-= {A,,A, ,..a, A,}. 
As J. Williamson [2] has shown, if A and B are s X t complex matrices 
then there exist unitary matrices U and V such that both UAV and UBV are 
diagonal matrices if and only if AB* and B*A are normal. Wiegmann [l] 
pointed out that this does not generalize. For example, if 
then AB* and B*A are normal for all A, B ETA, but there exist no unitary 
matrices U and V such that UAV is a diagonal matrix for every A E~Y~, 
Wiegmann [l] showed that if s = t, then there exist unitary matrices U and V 
such that UAV is a diagonal matrix for every A E I’ if and only if AB*C 
= CB*A and both AB* and B*A are normal for all A, B, C E r. We shall see 
that the requirement that AB* and B*A be normal is redundant. Moreover, 
there is no reason to require that s = t. 
A lemma on simultaneous unitary diagonalization of square matrices will 
be useful in proving part of our principal theorem. If D is restricted to being 
the indentity matrix, then this lemma is well known. 
LEMMA 1. Let D be a real diagonal mutrix with all diagonal elements 
positive. Zf DA is normal and AD(BD)*=(BD)*AD for all A,B El?, then 
there exists a unitary matrix U such that UAW is a diagonal matrix for 
every A Er. 
Proof. We may assume that 
D- 
d,Z, 0 .-. o 
0 dzZz . . . o 
0 0 ... d,,,Z,,, 
0) 
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where Ik is an identity matrix of order sk for k = 1,. . . ,m, and 
d,>d,>.-9 >d,,,>O. (2) 
Let A E r, and partition A as D is partitioned, A = (Aik). The matrices D, 
DA;and AD are normal. Therefore, as shown by Wiegmann [3, Theorem 21, 
D*DA=ADD*. 
Since (2) holds, we see that 
Hence, 
A/= 
i # k*Aik = 0, 
0 0 **- 
j,k=l,..., m. 
0 
0 
% 
j=l,...,n, (3) 
where c$ has order sk for k=l,...,m. Let kE{l,...,m}. Since AiD(AiD)* 
=(AiD)*AiD, 
c&c; = C*jkC,kr i,i=l,..., n. 
This implies that { C$] i = I,. . . , n} is a set of commuting normal matrices. 
Therefore, there exists a unitary matrix V, such that vk qk V{ is a diagonal 
matrixforj=l,..., n. If we let V be the direct sum of V,, V,, . . . , U,,,, then V 
is a unitary matrix such that UA V* is a diagonal matrix for every A E I. 
REMARK. It appears that Theorem 3 of [3] could be used instead of 
Theorem 2 in our proof of Lemma 1. Unfortunately, Theorem 3 lacks a 
qualifying phrase. Not only does it imply Lemma 1, but it implies that every 
square complex matrix is normal. To see this, let B be arbitrary and A the 
zero matrix. Then AB = 0= BA is normal and a polar form of the normal 
matrix A is A = OZ. It now follows from this theorem that BZ = B is normal. 
Theorem 3 of [3] would be valid if A were required to be nonsingular. 
THEOREM 1. The folknving are equivalent. 
(a) There exist unitay matrices V and V such that UAV is a diagonal 
matrix for evey A EI’. 
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(b) AB*C= CB*A for all A,B,C Al-. 
(c) A+BC*= C*BA+ for all A,B,C EI. 
(d) AB ‘C= CB ‘A, while both AB’ and B ‘A are normal, for all 
A,B,C ET. 
(e) B*A is normul and AB*BC* = BC*AB* for all A, B, C El?. 
(f) B ‘A is nom& and AB ‘BC* = BC*AB’ for all A, B, C E r. 
(g) B’A is normal and AB’(CB’)*=(CB’)*AB’for all A,B,CEr. 
Proof, We prove by induction on s + t that (c)*(b). Clearly this is true 
for s + t = 2. Assume (c), where s + t > 2. Let M be a matrix in l? of minimal 
rank. If r(M) = s = t, then each matrix in l? is nonsingular, 
A(A-‘BC*)A=A(C*BA-‘)A 
for all A, B, C or, and (b) follows. Suppose that r(M) < (s + t)/2. There exist 
unitary matrices R and S, such that 
RMS = 
D 0 
[ 1 0 0’ (4 
where D is a nonsingular matrix of order r(M). Let A E r, 
RAS=B *, 
[ 1 Y c 
where B has the same order as D. We have 
S*M+MA*R* = (RMS)+RMS(RAS)* = B* ‘* 
[ 1 0 0 
S*A*MM+R* = (RAS)*RMS(RMS)+ = B* ’ 
[ 1 x* 0 
Therefore, since M ‘MA* = A * MM ‘, 
x=0, Y=O. 
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This implies that 
RA,S= Bi O , 
[ I 
i=l ,..., n, (5) 
0 G 
where Bj has order r(M). Since it holds for I’, (c) holds for both { B,li = 1,. . . , 
n} and {Cili=l,..., n}. Hence, by the inductive assumption, (b) is satisfied 
for both of these sets, and it follows that (c)*(b). 
Assume (b). Then 
B*AA*B=B*BA*A=A*BB*A, 
AB* BC* = BB*AC* = BC*AB* 
for all A, B, C E r. Therefore, (b)*(e). 
Assume (d). Then 
AB+CB+=CB+AB+ 
for all A, B, C E r. Hence, for each B E r, { AB ‘IA E r} is a set of commuting 
normal matrices. Therefore, 
AB+(CB+)*=(CB+)*AB+ 
for all A, B, C E r, and it follows that (d)*(g). 
We prove by induction on s + t that (g)*(a). Clearly this is true for 
s + t = 2. Assume (g), where s + t > 2. Let M E r. These exist unitary matrices 
R and S such that RMS has the form of (4), w h ere D is a real diagonal matrix 
of order r(M) with all diagonal elements positive. It follows from M ‘Ai and 
AiMf being normal that RA,S has the form of (5), where B, has order r(M) 
for i=l,..., n. Since M ‘Ai is normal, D - ‘Bi is normal for i = 1, . . . , n. We 
have 
RAiM+(A,M+)*R*=RAiS(RMS)+(RAiS(RMS)+)*; 
R(AiM+)*A,M+R*=(RAiS(RMS)+)*RAiS(RMS)+. 
Hence, since A,M ‘(AjM ‘)* = (A,M ‘)*AiM ‘, 
B~D-~(B~D-~)*=(B~D-~)*B~D-~, i,i=l ,...,n. 
Therefore, according to Lemma 1, there exists a unitary matrix P such that 
PB,P* is a diagonal matrix for i= l,..., n. Since (g) holds for I’, it holds for 
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{C,]i=l , . . . ,n}. By the inductive assumption, there exist unitary matrices U, 
and V, such that U,C, V, is a diagonal matrix for i = 1,. . . ,n. This implies the 
existence of unitary matrices U and V such that UAV is a diagonal matrix for 
every A E I. Therefore, (g)+(a). 
Assume (f). Let M ET. There exist unitary matrices R and S such that 
RMS has the form of (4), where D is a real diagonal matrix of order r(M) 
with all diagonal elements positive. It follows that BA,S has the form of (5), 
where Bi has order r(M). Since A,M fMM* = MM*AiMt and every diagonal 
element of D is positive, 
=MA;AiMt, {B,]i=l,..., 
D and Bj commute. Hence, since A,M ‘MAT 
n} is a set of commuting normal matrices. There- 
fore, an inductive argument shows that (f)*(a). Obviously (a) implies (c), (d), 
and (f). Since our proof that (g) * a can easily be altered to show that ( ) 
(e)+(a), the theorem follows. 
Theorem 1 certainly does not give an exhaustive list of conditions equiva- 
lent to the existence of unitary matrices U and V such the UAV is a diagonal 
matrix for every A ET. For example, another such condition is that there 
exist unitary matrices U and V such that UAB* U* and VB*AV* are 
diagonal matrices for all A, B E I’. 
C. Eckart and G. Young [4] showed that if A and B are s X t complex 
matrices then there exist unitary matrices U and V such that both UAV and 
UBV are real diagonal matrices if and only if both AB* and B*A are 
hermitian. Wiegmann [l] generalized this by showing that there exist unitary 
matrices U and V such that UAV is a real diagonal matrix for every A ET if 
and only if AB* and B*A are hermitian for all A,B EI’. It is interesting that 
B* can be replaced by B ‘. 
THEOREM 2. There exist unitary matrices U and V such that UAV is a 
real diagonal matrix for every A EF if and only if AB + and B +A are 
hermitian for all A, B E r. 
Proof. Suppose that AB + and B ‘A are hermitian for all A, B El?. We 
prove by induction on s + t that there exist unitary matrices U and V such 
that UAV is a real diagonal matrix for every A El?. This is clearly true for 
s + t =2. Let s + t > 2, and let M be a matrix in I of minimal rank. If 
r(M) = s = t, then l? is a set of nonsingular matrices such that AB -’ and 
B -‘A are hermitian for all A, B EI’. This implies that A* B and BA* are 
hermitian for all A,B or. Therefore, as shown by Wiegmann [l], there exist 
unitary matrices U and V such that UAV is a diagonal matrix for every 
A ET. Suppose that r(M) < (s+ t)/2. Then there exist unitary matrices R 
and S such that RMS has the form of (4), where D is a nonsingular matrix of 
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order r(M). Since AM’ and M ‘A are hermitian, we see that RA,S has the 
form of (5) for i=l,..., n, where Bi has order r(M). If the inductive 
assumption is applied to {BiJi=l,...,n} and {Ci]i=l,...,n}, we see that 
there exist unitary matrices U and V such that UAV is a diagonal matrix for 
every A E V. The converse is trivial. 
Let m = min {s, t}. We say that I has property L for singular values if for 
all A,B EI there exist orderings (~i,(~s,. . . ,am and Pr,&. . . ,/?, of the 
singular values of A and B, respectively, such that for all non-negative real 
numbers x and y the singular values of XA + yB are x(~r + y,O,, x(~a + y& . . . , 
xa, + y/3,. It is not difficult to show that this definition is equivalent to R. C. 
Thompson’s definition [5] of property L for singular values whenever l? is 
finite. It follows from our proof of Theorem 2 that there exist unitary 
matrices U and V such that UAV is a non-negative real diagonal matrix for 
every A E I’ if and only if AB ’ and B ‘A are positive semidefinite hermitian 
for all A,B E I. This observation and Thompson’s theorem [5] imply the 
following. 
THEOREM 3. The set IY has property L for singular values if and only if 
AB f and B ‘A are positive semidefinite hermitian for all A, B E r. 
We now present a lemma that generalizes a well-known result on 
simultaneous orthogonal diagonalization of real symmetric matrices. 
LEMMA 2. If A and AB* are symmetric for all A, B E r, then there exists 
a real orthogonal matrix P such that PAPT is a diagonal matrix for every 
AFIT* 
Proof. We induct on the number n of matrices in I. Let 
A,=G+iH, 
where G and H are real. Since A,, is symmetric, both G and H are 
symmetric. Therefore, since A,A,* is symmetric, G and H commute. Hence, 
there exists a real orthogonal matrix Q such that both QGQ’ and QHQ’ are 
diagonal matrices. This implies that QA,,Q T= D is a diagonal matrix. Sup- 
pose that n > 1. We may assume that D has the form of (l), where Ik is an 
identity matrix of order sk for k = 1,. . . ,m, and d,,d,, . . . ,d, are distinct 
complex numbers. Since both Aj and A/A,* are symmetric, QAiQT must have 
the form of (3) for j = 1,. . . , 
kE{l 
n - 1, where Cik has order s, for k = 1,. . . ,m. Let 
, . . . ,m}. Since both A, and AiAf are symmetric, both Ci, and CjkCjz are 
symmetric for i, i = 1,. . . , n - 1. By the inductive assumption, there exists a 
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real orthogonal matrix Pk such that PkCikPkr is a diagonal matrix for i = 1,. , . , 
n-l. If 
P, 0 .** 0 
0 Pz -** 0 
* * 
p= 1:: 
0 0 ... 
:: 
P, 
then P is a real orthogonal matrix and PAPT is a diagonal matrix for every 
A El?. 
M. H. Pearl [6] proved that if A is an s X t complex matrix then there exist 
real orthogonal matrices P and Q such that PAQ is a diagonal matrix if and 
only if AA* and A*A are real. Thompson [7] generalized this by showing 
that there exist real orthogonal matrices P and Q such that PAQ is a diagonal 
matrix for every A E I if and only if AB*, B*A,AB r, and B TA are symmetric 
for all A,B ET. The requirement that ABr and BTA be symmetric is 
redundant. 
THEOREM 4. There exist real orthogonal matrices P and Q such that 
PAQ is a diagonal matrix for evey A EI if and only if AB* and B*A are 
symmetric for all A, B E r. 
Proof. Let AB* and B*A be symmetric for all A,B Er. We prove by 
induction on s + t that there exist real orthogonal matrices P and Q such that 
PAQ is a diagonal matrix for every A E I. Clearly this is true for s + t = 2. Let 
M E r, where s + t > 2. Both M* M and MM* are symmetric. Hence, as Pearl 
[6] and Thompson [7] have shown, there exist real orthogonal matrices R and 
S such that RMS has the form of (4), where D is a nonsingular diagonal 
matrix of order r(M). Since AjM* and M*Ai are symmetric matrices, it 
follows that RA,S has the form of (5), where Bi has order r(M) and 
Bi o= DBiT, 
From (6), we have 
B,Ti?= DB,, i = 1,. . . ,n. (6) 
Bio2 = D2Bi, i= ,...,n. 1 (7) 
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Since we could multiply any of the rows of the real orthogonal matrix R by 
- 1 and still have a real orthogonal matrix, we may assume that if di and di 
are diagonal elements of D then 
d;= di”+d, = di. 
Therefore, (7) implies that 
BJ= DBi, i = 1,. . . ,n. (8) 
Since D is nonsingular, (6) and (8) imply that Bi is symmetric for i = 1,. . . ,n. 
Moreover, since A,AT is symmetric, B,BT is symmetric for i,i= 1,. . .,n. 
Hence, by Lemma 2, there exists a real orthogonal matrix PO such that 
P&P: is a diagonal matrix for i= 1,. ..,n. Since A,AT and ATAi are 
symmetric, CiCi* and Cj* Ci are symmetric for i, I= 1,. . . ,n. Therefore, by the 
inductive assumption, there exist real orthogonal matrices U and V such that 
UC,Vis a diagonal matrix for i=l,...,n. If 
P=[; i]R, Q=S[ y ;I, 
then P and Q are real orthogonal matrices while PAQ is a diagonal matrix for 
every A E~Y. This completes the induction. The converse is trivial. 
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